Getting started...

Limit your search to Books and enter the author’s name. Click Go.

Navigating Search Results

Scroll through the results list looking for books not written by the searched author. Many Amazon books offer the Look Inside feature, making it possible to view footnote or bibliography citations.

Click the book title to view the complete Amazon record. Then click the book cover’s image (LOOK INSIDE).

Displayed will be the page in which the reference to your author appears. Note: Successful cited reference searches vary across academic disciplines.

Enter the author’s name for whom you are seeking citations. Amazon will display a list of occurrences in which the name appears. Click on the displayed text result.

THE BIG PICTURE
The feelings table has been reproduced and modified with the permission of Julia West. The original table from her website for science fiction writers is located at http://www.sff.net/people/julia.west/CALLIHOO/dtb/dtb/feelings.htm.